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Abstract
Patients in the intensive care unit are confronted with an extreme situation that may cause
stress and anxiety. The negative experiences may cause patients to suffer for the long-term
after leaving the intensive care unit. One such stressor in the intensive care unit is noninvasive ventilation. Positive therapeutic suggestions under hypnosis can help patients in
intensive care to enhance their well-being by helping them to deal with specific stress like
being ventilated. The aim of our study is to assess the effects of therapeutic suggestions of
safety under hypnosis in patients on non-invasive ventilation during intensive care. We
present a pre-post study design to evaluate the effects of standardized safety suggestions
under hypnosis carried out in a face-to-face setting. We include non-invasively ventilated
patients treated in the intensive care unit who must be able communicate and be oriented
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toward all dimensions, i.e., person, place, time, and particularly, situation. Patients rate their
subjective feelings of valence, arousal, anxiety, as well as the aversiveness of the breathing
mask, before and after receiving therapeutic suggestions of safety under hypnosis. We
further record physiological parameters like heart rate, blood pressure, breathing rate, and
blood oxygen level before, during, and after providing the suggestions under hypnosis. We
test the effectiveness of therapeutic suggestions of safety under hypnosis in non-invasively
ventilated patients during treatment in the intensive care unit. Psychological interventions
such as positive suggestions under hypnosis can help to reduce acute mental distress.
Patients in intensive care are in an extreme situation accompanied by stress and anxiety and
often suffer from negative long-term complications; therefore, our study addresses an
existential need in critical care. We thus provide evidence that positive suggestions under
hypnosis increase psychological well-being and reduce the impact of stressors, such as being
ventilated in the intensive care unit.
Keywords
Intensive care unit; emotional well-being; non-invasive ventilation; safe place imagination;
physiological parameters; therapeutic suggestions; hypnosis

1. Introduction
A patient in the intensive care unit often undergoes negative experiences like pain, fear of
death, being dependent on strangers, and being in an unfamiliar environment that is
incomprehensible [1]. Patients in the intensive care unit are thus in an extreme situation that
causes symptoms of stress, anxiety, and depression [2]. Negative experiences in the intensive care
unit can often lead to long-term negative consequences [3]. One of the specific stressors in the
intensive care unit, often caused by medical treatment, is non-invasive mechanical ventilation,
wherein the breathing mask is positioned over the patient’s nose and mouth with considerable
pressure. Non-invasive ventilation primarily supports breathing, but many patients perceive the
breathing mask as very uncomfortable, threatening, and stressful [4]. Altogether, patients in the
intensive care unit are confronted with a generally threatening situation and are additionally
exposed to specific stressors like non-invasive ventilation. Figure 1 illustrates the patient’s
situation in the intensive care unit with non-invasive ventilation.
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Figure 1 Illustration of a patient with non-invasive ventilation in the intensive care unit.
Drawn by Sophie Elschner, https://sophssketchpad.wordpress.com/
The suggestion of a safe place is commonly made to reduce anxiety and stress [5]. Participants
are told to imagine that they are in a safe place where they feel protected and calm. Evidence
from hypnosis studies shows that being in a hypnotic state enhances the effects of suggestions [6].
Suggestions also work better when patients are highly suggestible. While suggestibility is a stable
trait with considerable retest reliability [7], there are specific circumstances that increase
suggestibility. For example, suggestibility increases in highly threatening and stressful situations
[8]. As we indicated before, being in the intensive care unit is a highly threatening and stressful
situation; therefore, we predict that these suggestions work very well in the intensive care unit. To
achieve better results, we decided to present the suggestions after inducing a hypnotic state [6]
and tested whether an intervention increases participants’ general well-being and reduces the
aversiveness of non-invasive ventilation. Developing such an intervention helps to improve
patients’ well-being immediately and prevents negative long-term consequences.
Therapeutic suggestions have positive effects on patients in the intensive care unit [9]. Previous
studies demonstrated that after receiving positive therapeutic suggestions, patients could leave
the intensive care unit sooner and got independent of mechanical ventilation faster [10, 11].
Moreover, patients took lower doses of benzodiazepines and opioids when they received positive
therapeutic suggestions [12]. However, the existing studies focused primarily on objective medical
recordings. In our study, we focus on subjective psychological outcomes like a decrease in anxiety
and aversiveness ratings of the breathing mask.
We developed a suggestion text that addresses two issues. First, we include the suggestion of a
safe place to induce a feeling of general well-being. Maslow [13] significantly pointed out that the
need for safety is existential; therefore, we aimed at increasing the feeling of safety via our
suggestion of a safe place during hypnosis. Second, we address the sensations accompanied by
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non-invasive ventilation and suggest the comfort and helpfulness of the ventilation mask. We use
hypnotic suggestions to increase immediate well-being and post-hypnotic suggestions to reduce
the aversiveness of the breathing mask in future treatment.
In a pilot trial using a pre-post design, we measure the effectiveness of therapeutic suggestions
of safety during hypnosis in non-invasively ventilated patients. To measure the effectiveness, we
use subjective ratings of valence, arousal, anxiety, and aversiveness of the breathing mask. We
also record physiological responses during the intervention.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Study Design and Setting
This study uses a pre-post design to evaluate the effects of intervention, including therapeutic
suggestions of safety during hypnosis. Patients are recruited at the Jena University Hospital,
Germany, and are contacted bed-side while being treated in the intensive care unit. The
intervention is delivered by students supervised by the first author of this manuscript, who is
trained in hypnosis and is a member of the Milton Erickson Society for Clinical Hypnosis.
2.2 Eligibility Criteria
We include adult (18+ years) patients who are treated in the intensive care unit and undergo
non-invasive ventilation. As we want patients to indicate their subjective ratings, we only include
patients who are able to communicate and who are fully oriented, as assessed via the Glasgow
Coma Scale [14]. We select patients with a Glasgow Coma Scale score of at least 14. We exclude
patients who get non-invasive ventilation for the first time as they cannot rate the aversiveness of
the breathing mask before the intervention and patients who do not understand German or who
are deaf.
2.3 Procedure
Before starting with our intervention, we ask patients about their current mood using the
valence and arousal scales of the Self-Assessment Manikin [15]. We also measure their current
state of anxiety using the Faces Anxiety Scale [16]. To assess the aversiveness of the breathing
mask, we use a visual analog scale ranging from 9 (unpleasant and disturbing) to 1 (pleasant and
supporting). We select patients who have problems with non-invasive ventilation, as indicated by
an aversiveness pre-score of at least 3. To measure the physiological responses to our intervention,
we use physiological parameters recorded in the intensive care unit by default, including heart
rate, blood pressure, breathing rate, and blood oxygen level. To assess the timing of our
intervention, we record a video with a monitor showing the patient’s physiological responses and
the voice of the hypnotist providing the intervention.
After the breathing mask is applied, we start with the intervention. The whole intervention
takes nearly 15 min. Accordingly, our intervention targets non-invasive ventilation periods of
about 15 min. First, we induce hypnosis. As there are several possible disturbing factors in the
intensive care unit like people walking around and talking, unknown odors, and beeping noises
from monitors, we include them in the hypnosis induction. For example, we tell patients that the
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beeping sounds indicate the presence of people around who take good care so that the patients
can relax completely. We tell patients to focus on their breathing and how the breathing mask
helps them to breathe. At the end of the hypnosis induction, we count from one to ten and tell
patients that with every number, they get deeper into the hypnotic state. Then, we suggest that
the participants are at a safe place. We invite the patients to imagine a place where they had been
earlier and felt well and safe. Next, we count from one to ten and tell the patients that they feel
safer with every number. We then provide the post-hypnotic suggestion that the breathing mask
feels helpful and that in the future, whenever they feel the pressure of the breathing mask again,
they will experience the same feeling of safety like they are currently experiencing. This helps
patients to transfer the feeling of safety in their daily treatment. Finally, we lead patients out of
the hypnotic state by counting from ten to one and tell patients that with every number, they get
back slowly into a normal waking state. To assess the effect of the intervention, we again ask the
patients about their current state of valence and arousal, using the scale of Self-Assessment
Manikin [15] and their current state of anxiety, using the Faces Anxiety Scale [16]. The patients
rate the aversiveness of the breathing mask again on a visual analog scale ranging from 1 to 9.
2.4 Outcomes
Primary outcomes are patients’ valence and arousal ratings, measured via the Self-Assessment
Manikin [15] and patients’ anxiety ratings, measured via the Faces Anxiety Scale [16]. Secondary
outcomes are breathing mask aversiveness assessed via a visual analog scale and the physiological
parameters, including heart rate, blood pressure, breathing rate, and blood oxygen level.
2.5 Sample Size
We estimated the effect size for the effect of hypnotic suggestions on subjective experiences in
clinical settings based on a meta-analysis by Tefikow et al. [17] as Cohen’s d = 0.5. We computed
the necessary sample size to detect an effect of this size in a within-subjects design with alpha =
0.05 and statistical power of 0.9 using the program G*power [18]. The computed sample size was
36, so we plan to test 40 participants to account for possible drop-outs.
2.6 Data Analysis
Primary and secondary outcomes will be analyzed by statistically comparing pre- and postmeasures. To analyze the physiological responses to our intervention, we will use the video that
we recorded during the intervention and set event markers to assess how specific parts of the text
affected patients’ physiological parameters. Pre-post effects will be computed as standardized
mean differences (Cohen´s d) with 95% confidence intervals.
2.7 Ethical Considerations
All eligible participants are informed verbally about the study aims, content, procedure, and
duration. Participation is voluntary at any time, and the participants were informed about the
same and the choice to interrupt or prematurely terminate study participation without giving
reasons. We obtained ethical approval for our study from the ethics committee of the FriedrichSchiller University, Jena, Germany (#2019–1463).
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3. Expected Results
We expect more positive valence ratings and a decline in arousal ratings after the intervention.
Further, we predict that anxiety ratings and aversiveness ratings of the breathing mask
significantly decrease after the intervention. Considering the physiological parameters, we predict
that heart rate, blood pressure, and breathing rate decrease due to the intervention. Overall, we
expect that after the intervention, patients show better compliance, perceive the breathing mask
as less disturbing, and show less anxiety on being ventilated.
4. Discussion
This study aims to provide the first evidence of a treatment approach particularly designed for
patients experiencing stress during non-invasive mechanical ventilation in intensive care. Noninvasive ventilation is one of many stressors in intensive care because of the pressure of the
breathing mask and the perceived lack of control, causing feelings of helplessness, anxiety, and
discomfort [1, 2, 4]. We provide here an intervention using hypnosis that may help to increase
patients’ general well-being and also specifically help in improving the perception of non-invasive
mechanical ventilation.
Our study is a pilot trial to assess the applicability and to provide the first evidence on
treatment effects, and randomized-controlled studies will be needed in the future to test the
efficacy of the intervention against a suitable control group in a sufficiently sized sample of
patients. Our study is the first attempt to focus on patients’ subjective well-being besides the
objective medical parameters in a largely technological setting of intensive care. In order to
prevent acute anxiety and stress as well as negative long-term consequences, it is necessary to
focus on the psychological well-being of the patient in the intensive care unit. Therefore, our study
addresses an existential need in critical care.
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